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R&B Artist Moody Bank$ Releases Latest
Single, Saturday
Saturday Available Now on All Major Platforms

(Los Angeles, CA) November 20, 2020 -- Moody Bank$, an Austin-based artist, releases

her latest single, “Saturday”. The track is off her new album, Full Blunts and Full Moons.
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“Saturday” expresses the hardships in life and the difficulty of consistently trying to better

oneself. Moody Bank$ invites listeners into her own personal struggles from internal conflicts,

healing from trauma, and living as a person of color. By sharing these raw emotions and

experiences in “Saturday”, Moody Bank$ advocates for herself and those without a voice. 

Although the track focuses on somber issues, the melody is beautifully contrasted with her

unparalleled smokey vocals, lo-fi piano, and light hi-hat. “Saturday” is sure to brighten moods

and encourage listeners to keep on moving forward.

“Saturday” is available now on all major platforms. Follow Moody Bank$ on Instagram for

more info and to keep up with future releases.

About Moody Bank$

Moody Bank$ is an R&B/Soul artist originally from Southern California. Currently residing in

Austin, TX she is sharpening her artistic skills and preparing for live performances when they

are allowed again. Easily identified by her unique soundscapes and stunning visuals, Moody

Bank$ uses her smokey alto sounds over infectious pop hooks and modern R&B production to

create “moods” for every occasion. Her multitude of emotions and the ability to capture

different essences deriving from life experiences (whether they’re about love, loss, life, or just

having a good time) separates her from other cookie-cutter female R&B singers.
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